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Press Release 

Macron Congratulates Essebsi for his Involvement 
in Crusade against Islam 

(Translated) 

During the Francophonie Summit held in Armenia on Thursday 11th October 2018, 
French President Macron could not hide his hostility against Islam and the Muslims. In a 
passionate war speech, Macron praised the president of Tunisia, Essebsi, and blessed his 
campaign against the rules of the Qur’an and his battle against those whom he called 
“obscurantism”, in a clear reference to the majority of the people of Tunisia rejecting the 
report of the Committee on Individual Rights and Equality. 

Macron’s intervention in Tunisia’s internal affairs, and description of  the majority of the 
Muslim population of Tunisia who reject the report as “obscurantism”, is an insult to the 
Islamic Ummah and it exposes the rulers of Tunisia as being mere tools in the 
implementation of the colonial plans of the West, the adoption of its culture and the 
protection of its interests. His public incitement of Essebsi to proceed ahead and impose the 
report despite the apparent popular disapproval, is a further evidence that the dissemination 
of secular concepts can only take place in Tunisia through coercion, forced imposition, and 
the use of de facto policy, and through agents loyal to colonialism who are ashamed of their 
Deen, Ummah and civilization. 

O Muslim Ummah, O Muslims in Zaytouna: 

France the colonial crusader, which had a major role in the destruction of the Ottoman 
Khilafah (Caliphate), occupying large parts of the Islamic lands, plundering its wealth and 
controlling its capabilities, continues to strengthen its colonial influence by  financially and 
materially supporting its agents: the politicians,  media  and some civil society groups, to give 
them the upper hand over the masses of the Ummah to pass laws contrary to its creed and 
contrary to the orders of their Lord and social norms. 

Macron's reminder of his declared war against Islam before the Francophonie Summit 
and the incitement of heads of state to follow the action of Essebsi, is a proof that Western 
capitalist civilization has lost its attractiveness and luster, and that the attempts to distort the 
Islamic awakening as terrorist, intelligence acts, and internal strife will not discourage the 
Ummah from its relentless pursuit of resuming the Islamic way of life through the restoration 
of the Ummah's authority under the Khilafah (Caliphate) on the method of Prophethood. 
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